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present international struggle
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British dispatches Queen.
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lief. due to the fact that the bridge
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Wilkes with a total attendance
the Finnish Karelion offensive
mining force did not have any ex
of 164, including 45 club mem
tra men to place as relief for the
had been stopped.
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th..s way so they can get
locked on the union shop issue, Thursday until Sunday witli Dis thy docket of criminal oases tween Elk and Stony Fork Creeks.' girls chorus, which rendered two city heard reports from ministers
A,merica s
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respective
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ing few cases in which other acres.
With this development it was
No information was im- our American way; and. take a
Zshv Mo^ son, S. C. He i.s a selectee and
counts
are
charged.
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apparent that government- labor
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’ g j: , g_ his home is in Drayden, N. Y.
Sentences were meted out liy oie
relations in the light of the de
gin of the fire.
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cific.
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